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Abstract
Background: Oxidative stress is heavily implicated in the pathogenic process of Parkinson’s disease. Varying
capacity to detoxify radical oxygen species through induction of phase II antioxidant enzymes in substantia nigra
may influence disease risk. Here, we hypothesize that variation in NFE2L2 and KEAP1, the genes encoding the two
major regulators of the phase II response, may affect the risk of Parkinson’s disease.
Methods: The study included a Swedish discovery case-control material (165 cases and 190 controls) and a Polish
replication case-control material (192 cases and 192 controls). Eight tag single nucleotide polymorphisms
representing the variation in NFE2L2 and three representing the variation in KEAP1 were chosen using HapMap
data and were genotyped using TaqMan Allelic Discrimination.
Results: We identified a protective NFE2L2 haplotype in both of our European case-control materials. Each
haplotype allele was associated with five years later age at onset of the disease (p = 0.001) in the Swedish material,
and decreased risk of PD (p = 2 × 10-6), with an odds ratio of 0.4 (95% CI 0.3-0.6) for heterozygous and 0.2 (95% CI
0.1-0.4) for homozygous carriers, in the Polish material. The identified haplotype includes a functional promoter
haplotype previously associated with high transcriptional activity. Genetic variation in KEAP1 did not show any
associations.
Conclusion: These data suggest that variation in NFE2L2 modifies the Parkinson’s disease process and provide
another link between oxidative stress and neurodegeneration.

Background
Oxidative stress has been implicated as a major contributing factor in neurodegenerative diseases in general
and Parkinson’s disease (PD) in particular [1]. Cellular
responses to oxidative stress are major determinants of
disease susceptibility and aging, particularly in tissues
that are sensitive to oxidative stress, such as the central nervous system [2,3]. In PD brain specimens, signs
of oxidative stress are especially prominent in the substantia nigra. This may be the result of combined presence of a high dopamine metabolism generating
reactive oxygen species (ROS), low levels of antioxidant
glutathione and increased levels of iron catalyzing ROS
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formation [4]. Furthermore, genetic aberrations in oxidative responses may cause neurodegenerative diseases.
Examples include mutations in SOD1 (encoding superoxide dismutase 1) that cause amyotrophic lateral
sclerosis [5] and loss of function mutations in DJ-1
(encoding Parkinson disease protein 7) that leads to
early onset PD with high penetrance [6].
Nuclear factor-erythroid 2 (NF-E2)-related factor 2
(Nrf2) is a member of the cap ‘n’ collar family of basic
leucine zipper transcription factors that regulate the
expression of many antioxidant pathway genes in the
so-called phase II response [7]. Nrf2 is maintained at
basal levels in cells by binding to its inhibitor protein,
Kelch-like erythroid-cell-derived protein with CNC
homology (ECH)-associated protein 1 (Keap1) [8,9].
Keap1 is a BTB (Broad complex, Tramtrack, Bric-aBrac) domain-containing protein [9] that targets Nrf2
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for ubiquitination by Cul3/Roc-1, leading to its constitutive degradation [10-13]. Upon exposure to oxidative
stress, xenobiotics, or electrophilic metabolites of phase
I enzymes, repression of Nrf2 by Keap1 ubiquitination is
disrupted and newly produced Nrf2 enters the nucleus
[14]. There, it forms heterodimers with other transcription regulators, such as small Maf proteins, and induces
the expression of antioxidant phase II genes through
interaction with the antioxidant responsive element
(ARE) in the promoter of these genes [15,16]. Binding
of Nrf2 to ARE drives the expression of phase II
enzymes, such as NQO1 [NAD(P)H dehydrogenase
(quinine) 1] and HO-1 (Heme oxygenase 1), that generate antioxidant molecules, such as glutathione [17,18].
Nrf2 has been shown to protect neurons from acute
injury in culture [19-21] and in vivo [22]. Furthermore,
upregulation of Nrf2 activity in astrocytes delays motor
neuron degeneration in a mouse model of familial
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis [23].
Apart from the undisputed involvement of oxidative
stress in the PD process [1] there are additional and
more specific links between Nrf2 function and PD. First,
nuclear localization of Nrf2 is induced in PD-affected
substantia nigra, even though the response appears
insufficient to protect neurons from degeneration [24].
Second, treatment of nigrostriatal cultures with Nrf2
activators protects from oxidative stress-induced loss of
dopaminergic cells [25]. Third, a recently discovered
function of DJ-1 is to stabilize Nrf2 by preventing its
interaction with Keap1 [26]. Fourth, recent and quite
striking data show that induced expression of Nrf2 in
brains of transgenic mice protects from MPTP (1methyl-4-phenyl-1,2,3,6-tetrahydropyridine)-caused
damage to the nigrostriatal dopaminergic pathway as
seen in PD [27].
Despite these extensive preclinical data, no association
has as yet been demonstrated between NFE2L2 and
KEAP1, the Nrf2 or Keap1 encoding genes, and neurodegenerative disease [28]. Here, we have, for the first
time, performed a complete haplotype analysis of the
NFE2L2 and KEAP1 genes in relation to risk of PD in
two independent case-control materials. We found
strong protective effects of an NFE2L2 haplotype in two
independent case-control materials, indicating that varying efficiency in the oxidative protection by Nrf2 may
influence PD pathogenesis.

Methods
Case-control materials

The Swedish discovery material consisted of 165 PD
cases and 190 age-matched controls. All individuals
were of Caucasian origin. The cases fulfilled the Parkinson’s Disease Society Brain Bank criteria for idiopathic
PD [29], except for that the presence of more than one
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relative with PD was not considered an exclusion criterion. PD cases with an age at onset (AAO) of <50 years
were screened to exclude that they were carriers of
recognized PD-causing mutations in the DJ-1, Parkin,
PINK1 and LRRK2 genes [30,31]. Demographic characteristics are given in table 1.
The Polish replication material consisted of 192 PD
cases and 192 sex-matched controls. Controls were chosen to be of as high age as possible when included in
the study to minimize the number of controls developing PD later in life. All individuals were of Caucasian
origin and had no familial aggregation of PD. Demographic characteristics are given in table 1.
Tag SNP selection

Single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) genotyping data
covering NFE2L2 and KEAP1 for the European material
CEU (Utah residents with ancestry from northern and
western Europe) were downloaded from the International
Haplotype Mapping Project web site http://www.hapmap.
org[32] and processed in the Haploview software [33].
Linkage disequilibrium (LD) blocks were constructed
according to Gabriel et al. [34] and tag SNPs were
assigned using the tagger function [33]. A minor allele frequency of ≥ 5% and pair wise tagging with a minimum r2
of 0.80 were applied to capture the common variations
within the blocks covering NFE2L2 and KEAP1. The common genetic variation of NFE2L2 was tagged for by eight
tag SNPs: rs16865105, rs7557529, rs2886161, rs1806649,
rs2001350, rs10183914, rs2706110 and rs13035806, and

Table 1 Demographic characteristics of PD cases and
controls
Parameter

Parkinson

Control

Swedish cases and controls
Number of subjects

p-value1

165

190

Age at sampling (years)

68.2 ± 8.8

69.1 ± 9.3

Age at onset (years)

59.0 ± 10.2

—

—

Sex (Female)

71 (43.0)

120 (63.2)

<0.001

(Male)

0.698

94 (57.0)

70 (36.8)

Current smoker

9 (8.7)

13 (8.3)

0.897

Ever smoked

38 (36.9)

81 (51.6)

0.020

Parkinson’s disease in family
Alzheimer’s disease in family

40 (24.8)
7 (4.3)

18 (9.5)
8 (4.3)

<0.001
0.976

Number of subjects

192

192

Age at sampling (years)

63.7 ± 10.9

72.9 ± 9.9

Age at onset (years)

55.2 ± 10.9

—

—

Sex (Female)

75 (39.1)

75 (39.1)

1.000

117 (60.9)

117 (60.9)

Polish cases and controls

(Male)

<0.001

Data are presented as absolute numbers (%) or mean ± SD. 1p-values are
calculated with c2-test for categorical parameters and Mann-Whitney U test
for continuous parameters.
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KEAP1 by three tag SNPs: rs1048290, rs11085735 and
rs1048287 (figure 1, table 2).
Tag SNP genotyping

Tag SNPs were genotyped using genomic DNA
extracted from blood. TaqMan® Pre-Designed SNP genotyping assays as well as TaqMan® Custom Made SNP
genotyping assays (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA,
USA) were used (table 2) according to the TaqMan
Allelic Discrimination technology [35] on the ABI
PRISM 7900HT Sequence Detection System (Applied
Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA).
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annealing temperature 59°C and 34 cycles on a PTC200 ThermalCycler (Biorad, Hercules, CA, USA). The
product was purified using Illustra™ GFX™ PCR Purification Kit (GE Healthcare, Little Chalfont, Buckinghamshire, UK). Sequence reactions were performed
using BigDye v3.1 (Applied Biosystems, Forster City,
CA, USA) and analyzed on an ABI PRISM 3100 Automated Sequencer (Applied Biosystems, Forster City,
CA, USA). All sequence data were analyzed using the
DNASTAR SeqMan ® software (DNASTAR Inc,
Madison, WI, USA).
Statistical Analyses

Promoter sequencing

Promoter SNPs rs35652124, rs6706649 and rs6721961
were genotyped by sequencing. We amplified a 423 bp
region of the NFE2L2 promoter using forward primer
5’-GACCACTCTCCGACCTAAAGG-3’ and reverse
primer 5’-CGAGATAAAGAGTTGTTTGCGAA-3’,

Demographics for the PD cases and controls were
compared using c2-statistics for categorical parameters,
i.e. sex, family history of neurodegenerative disorders
and smoking habits, and using Mann-Whitney U test
for age at sampling. Effects of sex, family history of neurodegenerative disease and smoking habits were

Figure 1 Schematic overview of the NFE2L2 (panel A) and KEAP1 (panel B) genes and the tag SNPs used in the study (for rs-numbers
see table 2). Thick black lines indicate exons. The promoter region of NFE2L2 is detailed in panel A.
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Table 2 Overview of location and type of the SNPs studied
SNP

rs-ID

NFE2L2

Genome Position

Alleles

Gene location

SNP type

TaqMan Assay
C_33808341_10

Chr:2(-)

1

rs16865105

177844875

T>G

5’-region

—

2

rs7557529

177843343

G>A

5’-region

—

C__436313_10

P1

rs35652124

177838319

A>G

Promoter (-653)

Regulatory1

Sequencing2

P2

rs6706649

177838317

G>A

Promoter (-651)

Regulatory1

Sequencing2

Promoter (-617)

1

Sequencing2

P3

rs6721961

177838317

C>A

Regulatory

3

rs2886161

177836085

A>G

Intron 1

—

C__351881_10

4
5

rs1806649
rs2001350

177826398
177808671

G>A
A>G

Intron 1
Intron 1

—
—

C_11634983_10
C_11634985_10

6

rs10183914

177805912

G>A

Intron 3

—

C__157561_10

7

rs2706110

177800408

G>A

3’-region

—

C_11745133_10

8

rs13035806

177800068

C>T

3’-region

—

C_11745134_10

KEAP1

Chr:19(-)

1

rs1048287

10471236

T>C

Exon 2

Synonymous

C___9323068_10

2

rs11085735

10463180

G>T

Intron 3

—

Custom3

3

rs1048290

10461442

C>G

Exon 4

Synonymous

C___9323035_1_

Presented are SNPs numbered according to location on the gene. Genome positions were obtained from the HapMap Genome Browser (Phase 1 & 2 - full
dataset) at the International Haplotype Mapping Project web site http://www.hapmap.org. Alleles are given according to the sense sequence of the gene. 1[37].
2
See text for details. 3Forward primer: GCCTCCACTCCCTGAAGAC, reverse primer: GCAAGTCCCAAGACACTGAGATC, probe: TCAGGAAGAAT [C/A]CCCG, primers and
probe were designed according to the anti sense strand of the gene.

analyzed by identifying significantly relevant covariates
using forward stepwise logistic or linear regression in
each material.
All tag SNPs were analyzed for deviation from HardyWeinberg equilibrium using c2-statistics. Single marker
associations were performed using logistic or linear
regression in an additive model (dd = 0, Dd = 1 and
DD = 2, where D = minor allele and d = major allele).
Haplotype frequencies were estimated in the HelixTree 6.3 software using the expectation-maximization
algorithm [36] yielding all possible haplotypes present in
our materials. In subsequent analyses, however, only
haplotypes with an overall estimated frequency of >1.0%
were included, while the rarer haplotypes were pooled.
In the regression analysis the phase uncertainty for each
individual was taken care of by coding each haplotype
covariate according to the phase probabilities.
The genes were analyzed to identify the haplotype
window with the strongest association to PD diagnosis
and AAO of the disease, and to identify the haplotype
alleles responsible for the association. To this end, we
used a sliding window approach with stepwise forward
logistic or linear haplotype regression including relevant
covariates. The impact of each associated haplotype
allele of the identified window was then investigated
with logistic or linear regression including relevant covariates. Pairwise LD between the individual tag SNPs
and promoter SNPs was calculated according to Gabriel
et al [34] by means of r2.
The p-value threshold for statistical significance used
in this study was p = 0.05. To correct for multiple

testing, Bonferroni correction for the number of studied
SNPs was used in all single marker analyses and permutation tests with 10 000 permutations were performed
in the sliding window model. Corrected p-values are
designated as p c . The statistical softwares used were
SYSTAT11 (SYSTAT Software GmbH, Erkrath,
Germany) and HelixTree 6.3 (Golden Helix, Bozeman,
MT, USA).
Ethics

The study was approved by the regional ethics committee at the University of Gothenburg, Sweden, and the
ethics committee of the Pomeranian Medical University,
Szczecin, Poland and was in compliance with the Helsinki Declaration of 1975. Written informed consent
was obtained from all subjects.

Results
Demographics

Swedish cases and controls were well matched in age.
There were significant differences in the distribution of
sex, family history of PD and smoking habits (table 1).
We identified sex, family history of PD and ever smoking as significantly relevant covariates for the analyses of
association with disease risk. Family history of PD alone
was identified as a significant covariate in analyses of
association with AAO.
Polish cases and controls were matched in sex. Age at
sampling was significantly higher in controls then in PD
cases (table 1). No covariates were identified as significantly relevant for the analysis of association with
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disease risk. We identified sex as a significant covariate
for analysis of association with AAO.
Tag SNP genotyping

None of the studied markers either in the Swedish or
the Polish material had a Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium
p-value of < 0.01. The call rate was >95% for both TaqMan genotyping and sequencing.
Association analysis - Swedish material

After correction for multiple testing none of the tag
SNPs alone significantly affected risk of PD (table 3).
The A allele of tag SNP 6 (rs10183914) in NFE2L2 was
estimated to increase AAO of PD with four years per
allele (p c = 0.028). No associations were seen for the
markers in KEAP1 with either risk of PD (table 3) or
AAO in PD (data not shown).
The haplotype window of NFE2L2 consisting of the
five consecutive tag SNPs 2-6 (rs7557529, rs2886161,
rs1806649, rs2001350 and rs10183914) was strongly
associated with risk of PD (pc = 0.008), as well as with
AAO of the disease (pc = 0.003). Phasing of this window
resulted in six haplotypes with a frequency of ≥ 5% in
the PD group (table 4). Within this window, the
haplotypes GAGGG and GAAAG were both associated
with increased risk of PD, with an odds ratio of 2.4
(p = 0.007) and 3.7 (p = 0.010) per haplotype allele,
respectively (table 5). Additionally, the haplotype
GAAAA was estimated to increase AAO of PD with
approximately five years per haplotype allele (p = 7 ×
10-4, table 5).
With regards to KEAP1, phasing of all three tag SNPs
(rs1048290, rs11085735 and rs1048287) resulted in four
haplotypes with a frequency of ≥ 5% (table 4) without
significant associations with risk or AAO of the disease
(data not shown).
Promoter analysis - Swedish material

SNPs in the NFE2L2 promoter (figure 1) have previously
been shown to affect promoter activity and Nrf2 expression in vitro [37]. To test the hypothesis that the
observed haplotype associations described above may be
explained by linkage disequilibrium to these functional
polymorphisms, we genotyped all individuals for three
SNPs in the NFE2L2 promoter region by sequencing.
Phasing of the promoter window (rs35652124,
rs6706649 and rs6721961) resulted in four haplotypes
with a frequency of ≥ 5% (table 4). The AGA haplotype with low promoter activity [37] showed tendency
to association with increased risk of PD (p = 0.056,
table 5) and was in LD (r2 = 0.53) with the risk haplotype GAGGG. The protective, disease-delaying haplotype GAAAA was in LD (r2 = 0.39) with the promoter
haplotype AGC, i.e. the common promoter variant
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associated with full Nrf2 expression. The promoter
SNPs are located between tag SNPs 2 and 3 (figure 1)
and analysis of the full risk haplotype GAGAAGGG
(freq: PD = 10.8%, freq controls = 4.9%) was associated
with risk of PD (p = 0.002) with an odds ratio for PD
of 2.8 per haplotype allele (table 5). The full protective
haplotype GAGCAAAA (freq: PD = 22.5%, freq
controls = 26.4%) was estimated to delay AAO in PD
(p = 0.001) with approximately 5 years per haplotype
allele (table 5).
Replication of NFE2L2 associations - Polish material

In line with the results from the Swedish material, none
of the tag SNPs or promoter SNPs alone had a significant effect on the risk of PD after correction for multiple testing (table 3). The observed association of
rs10183914 with AAO in the Swedish material could
not be replicated (data not shown).
In line with the results from the Swedish material, the
haplotype window consisting of tag SNPs 2-6 was associated with risk of PD (p = 0.005). The haplotype
GAAAA of this window was associated with decreased
risk of PD (p = 0.005) with an odds ratio of 0.6
(table 5). Notably, this haplotype is identical to the protective haplotype associated with delayed AAO in the
Swedish material. As in the Swedish material, GAAAA
was in LD (r2 = 0.42) with the common promoter haplotype AGC. Furthermore, the AGC haplotype alone
showed association with reduced risk of PD (p = 0.003)
with an odds ratio of 0.6 per haplotype allele (table 5).
The full protective haplotype GAGCAAAA (freq:
PD = 12.6%, controls = 27.8%) showed strong association with risk of PD (p = 2 × 10-6) with an odds ratio
for PD of 0.4 for heterozygous carriers (table 5) and 0.2
(95% CI 0.1-0.4) for homozygous carriers. We could not
replicate the risk association of the full haplotype
GAGAAGGG (freq: PD = 5.9%, controls = 9.6%), since
this haplotype showed association with reduced, rather
than increased, risk of PD (p = 0.031) in the Polish
material. There was no association with AAO in the
Polish material (data not shown).

Discussion
To our knowledge, this is the first case-control haplotype
study showing association of the Nrf2-encoding NFE2L2
gene with a neurodegenerative disease. In NFE2L2, we
found a region, including the promoter, which was clearly
associated with risk of PD in two independent case-control materials. A haplotype including the fully functional
variant of the promoter (GAGCAAAA) was associated
with delayed AAO in the Swedish material and reduced
risk of PD in the Polish material. These results support
each other and are in agreement with data from animal
and in vitro models suggesting important protective
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Table 3 Single marker frequencies and associations with risk of PD
SNP1

rs-ID

Genotype

Swedish material

Polish material

Parkinson
n = 1652

Control
n = 1902

p-value3
(pc-value)

Parkinson
n = 1922

Control
n = 1922

p-value3
(pc-value)

GG

9 (5.5)

18 (9.5)

0.720

10 (5.5)

9 (4.9)

0.716

GT

59 (36.0)

62 (32.6)

58 (32.0)

65 (35.5)

NFE2L2
1

2

rs16865105

rs7557529

TT

96 (58.5)

110 (57.9)

AA

39 (23.8)

56 (29.5)

AG

85 (51.8)

92 (48.4)

GG

40 (24.4)

42 (22.1)

P1

rs35652124

GG
AG

15 (9.3)
58 (35.8)

13 (7.1)
89 (48.3)

AA

89 (54.9)

82 (44.6)

P2

rs6706649

AA

4 (2.5)

3 (1.6)

AG

33 (20.4)

45 (24.5)

P3

3

4

5

6

7

8

rs6721961

rs2886161

rs1806649

rs2001350

rs10183914

rs2706110

rs13035806

GG

125 (77.1)

136 (73.9)

AA

1 (0.6)

1 (0.5)

AC

39 (24.1)

27 (14.7)

CC
GG

122 (75.3)
16 (9.7)

156 (84.8)
15 (7.9)

AG

59 (35.8)

91 (47.9)

AA

90 (54.5)

84 (44.2)

AA

14 (8.5)

15 (7.9)

AG

65 (39.4)

80 (42.1)

0.782

113 (62.5)

109 (59.6)

60 (32.1)

49 (27.4)

0.043

90 (48.1)

75 (41.9)

(0.473)

37 (19.8)

55 (30.7)

0.564

26 (13.6)
77 (40.3)

17 (9.1)
67 (35.8)

88 (46.1)

103 (55.1)

1.000

6 (3.1)

2 (1.1)

35 (18.3)

42 (22.5)

0.056

0.578

0.819

150 (78.6)

143 (76.4)

6 (3.1)

2 (1.1)

38 (19.9)

43 (23.0)

147 (77.0)
27 (14.4)

142 (75.9)
17 (9.4)

75 (40.1)

67 (37.0)
97 (53.6)
0.011

60 (32.3)

61 (33.7)

(0.121)

117 (62.9)

97 (53.6)

86 (52.1)

95 (50.0)
0 (0.0)

0.016

4 (2.1)

0 (0.0)

AG
AA

35 (21.2)
129 (78.2)

23 (12.1)
167 (87.9)

(0.224)

28 (14.7)
158 (83.2)

39 (20.9)
148 (79.1)

AA

14 (8.5)

25 (13.2)

0.111

20 (10.8)

28 (15.0)

AG

81 (49.1)

89 (46.8)

73 (39.2)

73 (39.0)

70 (42.4)

76 (40.0)
4 (2.1)

AG

48 (29.3)

40 (21.1)

GG

110 (67.1)

146 (76.8)

TT
CT

2 (1.2)
29 (17.7)

2 (1.1)
27 (14.2)

CC

133 (81.1)

161 (84.7)

CC

1 (0.6)

2 (1.1)

CT

35 (21.5)

42 (22.1)

0.238

0.796

0.0656

23 (12.7)

1 (0.6)

6 (3.7)

0.833

85 (45.5)

GG

GG

1.000

9 (4.8)

GG

AA

0.053

93 (50.0)

86 (46.0)

7 (4.0)

1 (0.6)

45 (25.4)

53 (30.6)

125 (70.6)

119 (68.8)

2 (1.2)
28 (16.7)

0 (0.0)
27 (14.9)

138 (82.1)

154 (85.1)

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

0.663

0.254

0.780

0.323

KEAP1
1

2

3

rs1048287

rs11085735

rs1048290

TT

127 (77.9)

146 (76.8)

TT

2 (1.2)

2 (1.1)

GT
GG

19 (11.7)
142 (87.0)

24 (12.8)
162 (86.1)

GG

22 (13.5)

31 (16.3)

CG

77 (47.2)

89 (46.9)

CC

64 (39.3)

70 (36.8)

1

0.589

0.737

0.372

2

—

—

—

Data are presented as absolute numbers (percentages). For SNP locations see table 2. Genotype information available for most cases as specified by the n
numbers. 3p-values were calculated using an additive logistic regression model including statistically relevant covariates.
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Table 4 Haplotype frequencies in PD cases and controls
Haplotypes1

Swedish material

Polish material

Parkinson

Control

Parkinson

Control

AGGAG

26.2%

30.6%

33.9%

28.2%

AAGAG

22.2%

22.0%

20.5%

20.5%

GAAAA

21.5%

26.7%

18.4%

27.7%

NFE2L2 tag SNPs 2-6

GAGGG

10.9%

5.5%

9.7%

9.6%

GAGAA

10.2%

9.1%

9.9%

7.1%

5.4%

1.7%

1.4%

2.5%

AGC

47.5%

47.0%

40.8%

48.1%

GGC

27.2%

31.2%

33.8%

27.0%

AAC

12.6%

13.8%

12.3%

12.3%

AGA

12.6%

7.9%

13.1%

12.6%

TGC

55.8%

52.7%

—

—

TGG
CGG

26.1%
11.0%

27.7%
12.0%

—
—

—
—

TTC

6.7%

7.4%

—

—

GAAAG
NFE2L2 promoter P1-P3

KEAP1 tag SNPs 1-3

Data are presented for haplotypes with frequencies ≥ 5.0% estimated with the
EM-algorithm.1For rs-numbers see table 2.

functions of Nrf2 in the central nervous system
[22,23,25], and more specifically, in the nigrostriatal
dopaminergic pathway affected in PD [27].
SNPs in NFE2L2 have previously been investigated
for association with PD in two data sets for which data
is released to the public. The first was a Japanese multiple candidate gene study [28]. This study included
three NFE2L2 SNPs: rs2886161, rs2886162 and
rs2706112, which showed no evidence of single marker
associations with PD. The other study was an American two tiered whole-genome association study (first:
sib pair, second: case-control) [38]. This study included
six NFE2L2 SNPs (rs2706110, rs10183914, rs6726395,

rs34820876, rs13005431, and rs6433657) of which
none were included in our study. The SNP rs6726395
showed association with PD (p = 9 × 10-3) in the first
tier of their study but was not replicated in the second
tier (p = 0.9). This SNP is in LD (r 2 = 0.9) with
rs7557529 that in our study showed association with
risk of PD in the Polish material (p = 0.04), but not in
the Swedish (p = 0.8).
The haplotype block identified in the Swedish discovery material consisted of five consecutive tag SNPs that
are located upstream of or in intronic regions of
NFE2L2. The disease-associated haplotypes could thus
influence expression of Nrf2 or be linked to non-synonymous SNPs. However, SNPs that affect transcription
factor function are particularly rare [39] and there are
no non-synonymous SNPs with a reported frequency ≥
5% within NFE2L2 either in HapMap or in the NCBI
SNP database (dbSNP). In addition, the gene and protein sequences are >80% conserved across mammalian
species, supporting a strong selection pressure against
genetic variation in coding sequences of NFE2L2.
NFE2L2 promoter polymorphisms, on the other hand,
have previously been studied and found to affect
NFE2L2 promoter activity in vitro [37]. Analysis of the
promoter haplotypes in our materials suggests that part
of the haplotype associations with risk of PD is
explained by linkage to these functional promoter SNPs.
Indeed, the protective haplotype GAAAA is in linkage
with the wild type, well functioning version of the promoter AGC, and the full AGC-including haplotype
GAGCAAAA was associated with decreased risk of PD
in the Polish material and older AAO of PD in the
Swedish material.
While an AAO-modifying gene is conceptually not the
same as a risk gene they represent two overlapping concepts. An AAO-modifying gene will easily appear as a

Table 5 Summary of NFE2L2 haplotypes that influence risk of PD
NFE2L2 Haplotypes1

Swedish material

Swedish material

Polish material

Disease Risk (OR/allele)2

p-value3

AAO
(Years/allele)

p-value3

GAAAA

0.9 (0.6-1.3)

0.450

+4.8

7 × 10-4

0.6 (0.4-0.9)

0.005

GAGGG
GAAAG

2.4 (1.2-4.5)
3.7 (1.3-10.6)

0.007
0.010

-0.1
-3.3

0.952
0.236

0.9 (0.5-1.5)
0.5 (0.2-1.6)

0.699
0.239

0.9 (0.7-1.3)

0.538

+2.1

0.061

0.6 (0.4-0.9)

0.003

GAGCAAAA

0.9 (0.6-1.4)

0.631

+4.6

0.001

0.4 (0.3-0.6)

2 × 10-6

GAGAAGGG

2.8 (1.4-5.5)

0.002

-0.3

0.886

0.5 (0.3-1.0)

0.031

3.3 (1.1-9.7)

0.028

-2.5

0.387

0.4 (0.1-1.4)

0.150

Disease risk
(OR/allele)2

p-value3

Tag SNPs 2-6

Promoter P1-P3
AGC
Full haplotypes4

GAGCAAAG
1

2

3

For rs-numbers see table 2. Data are given as OR (95% confidence interval). p values are calculated with logistic or linear regression models including the
associated haplotypes and significantly relevant covariates in the specified windows. 4tag SNPs 2-6 and promoter SNPs P1-P3 in order according to chromosomal
location (figure 1) with the promoter SNPs highlighted in bold.
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risk gene in certain study designs. The two studies differ
substantially in the PD patients’ AAO. The Swedish
patients were on average 4 years older at disease onset
compared with Polish patients. Depending on the shape
of the age-dependent penetrans function for the
NFE2L2 haplotypes, the Polish material may be better
suited for detecting risk associations, while it may be
easier do detect a genetic influence on AAO in the
Swedish material.
In the Polish material the significant association was
as the protective GAAAA haplotype while in the Swedish the GAGGG haplotype was associated with increased
risk. For obvious reasons the presence of a risk/protective haplotype implies that other haplotypes must be
protective/risk haplotypes. Since the different haplotypes
viewed as covariates are negative confounders (due to
the constraint of a total sum of two haplotypes per individual) it is a statistical phenomenon that the regression
analysis can find significance for a protective haplotype
in one material, while in another material a risk haplotype is found significant.
KEAP1 showed no association with PD in the Swedish
or the Polish material. This finding is consistent with
the American genome-wide study discussed above in
which three KEAP1 SNPs (rs11085735, rs1048287, and
rs2007529) were included but did not show any association with PD [38].

Conclusions
In summary, a common NFE2L2 haplotype influences
risk of PD in two discrete Caucasian case-control materials. The molecular consequence of this haplotype may
be increased efficiency in the Keap1-Nrf2-ARE response
to oxidative stress and thereby higher capacity to withstand endogenous or environmental risk factors for PD.
Further investigations in other populations as well as
functional studies addressing how the disease-associated
NFE2L2 haplotype affects gene expression are now
needed. To conclude, these results together with recent
preclinical data provide another link between oxidative
stress and the pathogenesis of PD and support NFE2L2
as a novel susceptibility gene for PD.
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